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What made you come up with this sport?
I was looking for a sport that would involve tactics than skill and strength which players could use their
brains to out smart their opposition. It would also involve speed and stamina.
Where can you play this sport?
As you can see from the diagram on the top the five circles on each side of the playing area marked one
are the players. The number two’s under the diagram indicate that the players start of in the box which
is before the live line on the top of both of the number two’s. The circle in the middle which is marked
three is called the centre core which the captains of each teams touch to start the game off.
How do you play this sport?
1. When the game starts of the two captains from both team have to run in the middle as you can
see the arrows on the diagram starting from the circles who are the captains and facing towards
the circle in the middle. When the captains get to the centre core one of them has to bend down
and touch it with either hand. (Players can not come in to tackle unless one of the captains has
touched the centre core).
2. When one of the captains touches the centre core first then they will become live which means
that they have the power to score a point for their team. All they have to do is run past the live
line of the opposing team and if they to that they will score a trail which equals one point.
3. To tackle the one of players or captain must run after the player that is live from the other team
and the tag them with either hand to become live themselves. (The players can not tag their
teammates if they are live to pass it on to them it can only be stolen from the other team).
4. If a player from either team is live and they run out of side lines of the playing area they will not
be live anymore the centre core will become live again and from where ever the players are
standing they would have to run and touch the centre core with either hand to become live.
5. Once a team has scored a trail the two teams go back to their starting position which is before
the live lines and start again with the captains from either teams running to the centre core to
become live again.
6. In this sport the players and captains can only touch the person from the other team that is live
they can not touch any one else and they can only tag the person from the other team that is
live not punch, kick, push or hold them or they will be sent off the first time and never come
back on again.

